A decade has passed since the first review of research on a "flagship application" of music information retrieval (MIR): the problem of music genre recognition (MGR). During this time, about 500 works addressing MGR have been published, and at least 10 campaigns have been run to evaluate MGR systems, which makes MGR one of the most researched areas of MIR. So, where does MGR lie now? We show that in spite of this massive amount of work, MGR does not lie far from where it began, and the paramount reason for this is that most evaluation in MGR lacks validity. We perform a case study of all published research using the mostused benchmark dataset in MGR during the past decade: GTZAN. We show that none of the evaluations in these many works is valid to produce conclusions with respect to recognizing genre, i.e., that a system is using criteria relevant to recognize genre. In fact, the problems of validity in evaluation also affect research in music emotion recognition and autotagging. We conclude by discussing the implications of our work for MGR and MIR in the next ten years.
1 Introduction "Representing Musical Genre: A State of the Art" (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003) was published a decade ago now, a few years after the problem of music genre recognition (MGR) was designated a "flagship application" of music information retrieval (MIR) (Aucouturier and Pampalk, 2008) . During that time, there have been at least four other reviews of research on MGR (Scaringella et al., 2006; Dannenberg, 2010; Fu et al., 2011; Sturm, 2012b) , nearly 500 published works considering MGR, and at least 10 organized campaigns to evaluate systems proposed for MGR: ISMIR 2004 , 1 ISMIS 2011 , 2 and MIREX 2005 3 Figure  1 shows the massive amount of published work on MGR since that of Matityaho and Furst (1995) .
4 So, where does MGR now lie? How much progress has been made? One might find an indication by looking at how the construction and performance of systems designed for MGR have changed during the past decade. The reviews by Aucouturier and Pachet (2003) , Scaringella et al. (2006) and Fu et al. (2011) all describe a variety of approaches to feature extraction and machine learning that have been explored for MGR, and provide rough comparisons of how MGR systems perform on benchmark datasets and in evaluation campaigns. Conclusions from these evaluations as a whole have been drawn about research progress on the problem of MGR. For instance, Bergstra et al. (2006) steady and significant improvement in classification performance ... we wonder if automatic methods are not already more efficient at learning genres than some people." In Fig. 2 , we plot the highest reported classification accuracies of about 100 MGR systems all evaluated in the benchmark dataset GTZAN (Tzanetakis and Cook, 2002) . 5 We see there to be many classification accuracies higher than the 61% reported by Tzanetakis and Cook (2002) . The maximum of each year shows progress up to 2009, which then appears to stop. Similarly, Humphrey et al. (2013) look at the best accuracies in the MGR task of MIREX from 2007 to 2012 and suggest that progress "is decelerating, if not altogether stalled."
In spite of all these observations, however, might it be that the apparent progress in MGR is an illusion? Our exhaustive survey (2012b) of nearly 500 publications about MGR shows: of ten evaluation designs used in MGR, one in particular (which we call Classify) appears in 91% of work having an experimental component; and the most-used public dataset is GTZAN, appearing in the evaluations of about 100 published works (23%). These findings are not promising. First, Classify using a dataset having independent variables that are not controlled cannot provide any valid evidence to conclude upon the extent to which an MGR system is recognizing the genres used by music (2013a; 2013b) . In other words, just because an MGR system reproduces all labels of a dataset does not then mean it is making decisions by using criteria relevant to genre (e.g., instrumentation, composition, subject matter). In fact, we have clearly shown (2012c; 2013g) that an MGR system can produce a high accuracy using confounded factors; and when these confounds break, its performance plummets. Second, we have found (2012a; 2013d) GTZAN has several faults, namely, repetitions, mislabelings, and distortions. Because all points in Fig. 2 use Classify in GTZAN, their meaningfulness is thus "doubly questionable." What valid conclusions, then, can one draw from all this work?
Our "state of the art" here attempts to serve a different function than all previous reviews of MGR (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003; Scaringella et al., 2006; Dannenberg, 2010; Fu et al., 2011) . First, it aims not to summarize the variety of features and machine learning approaches used in MGR systems over the past ten years, but to look closely at how to interpret Fig. 2 . Indeed, we have a best case scenario for drawing conclusions: these evaluations of many different systems use the same same kind of evaluation (Classify) and the same dataset (GTZAN). Unfortunately, we find the faults in GTZAN impose an insurmountable impediment to interpreting Fig. 2 . It is tempting to think that since each of these MGR systems faces the same faults in GTZAN, and that its faults are exemplary of Figure 2: Highest classification accuracies (%) using all GTZAN as a function of publication year. Solid gray line is our estimate of the "perfect" accuracy in Table 2 . Six "×" denote incorrect results, discussed in Section 4.5.
real world data, then the results in Fig. 2 are still meaningful for comparing systems. We show this argument to be wrong: the faults simply do not affect the performance of MGR systems in the same ways. Second, this article aims not to focus on MGR, but to look more broadly at how the practice of evaluation in the past decade of MGR research can inform the practice of evaluation in the next decade of MIR research. An obvious lesson from GTZAN is that a researcher must know their data, know real data has faults, and know faults have real impacts on evaluation; but, we also distill five other important "guidelines": 1) Define problems with use cases and formalism; 2) Design valid and relevant experiments; 3) Perform deep system analysis; 4) Acknowledge limitations and proceed with skepticism; and 5) Make reproducible work reproducible.
In the next section, we briefly review "the problem of music genre recognition." The third section provides a comprehensive survey of how GTZAN has been and is being used in MGR research. In the fourth section, we analyze GTZAN, and identify several of its faults. In the fifth section, we test the real effects of its faults on the evaluation of several categorically different MGR systems. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the implications of this work on future work in MGR, and in MIR more broadly.
The Problem of Music Genre Recognition (in brief )
It is rare to find in any reference of our survey (2012b) a formal or explicit definition of MGR; and few works explicitly define "genre," instead deferring to describing why genre is useful, e.g., to explore music collections (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003) . Aucouturier and Pachet (2003) describe MGR as "extracting genre information automatically from the audio signal." Scaringella et al. (2006) and Tzanetakis and Cook (2002) both mention automatically arranging music titles in genre taxonomies. Since 91% of MGR evaluation employs Classify in datasets with uncontrolled independent variables (Sturm, 2012b) , the majority of MGR research implicitly interprets MGR as reproducing by any means possible the "ground truth" genre labels of a music dataset (Sturm, 2013b) . Almost all work in our survey (2012b) thus treats genre in an Aristotelean way, assuming music belongs to categories like a specimen belongs to a species, which belongs to a genus, and so on.
D R A F T
So, what is genre? The work of Fabbri (1980 Fabbri ( , 1999 -dealt with in depth by Kemp (2004) , and cited by only a few MGR works, e.g., McKay and Fujinaga (2006) and Craft (2007) -essentially conceives of music genre as "a set of musical events (real or possible) whose course is governed by a definite set of socially accepted rules" (1980) . This "course" applies to the "musical events (real or possible)", where a "musical event" Fabbri defines as being a "type of activity ... involving sound" (1980) . Adopting the language of set theory, Fabbri speaks of "genres" and "sub-genres" as unions and subsets of genres, each having well-defined boundaries, at least for some "community." He goes as far to suggest one can construct a matrix of rules crossed with subgenres of a genre, with each entry showing the applicability of a particular rule for a particular subgenre. By consequence, producing and using such a master list amounts to nothing more than Aristotelean categorization: to which set does a piece of music belong?
A view of genre alternative to that of Fabbri is provided by Frow (2005) , even though his perspective is of literature and not music. Frow argues that "genre" is a dynamic collection of rules and criteria specifying how a person approaches, interprets, describes, uses, judges, and so on, forms of human communication in particular contexts. These rules and criteria consequently precipitate from human communication as an aid for people to interact with information and with each other in the world.
6 For instance, genre helps a person to read, use, and judge a published work as a scientific article, as opposed to a newspaper column. Genre helps an author write and sell a written work as a publish-worthy scientific article, as opposed to a newspaper column. This is not just to say that the "medium is the message" (McLuhan, 1964) , but also that a person reading, using, and judging a published scientific journal article is using cues -both intrinsic and extrinsic -to justify their particular treatment of it as a scientific journal article, and not as a newspaper column (although it could be read as a newspaper column in a different context). Frow's view of genre, then, suggests that music does not belong to genre, but that the human creation and consumption of music in particular contexts necessarily use genre. Hence, instead of "to which genre does a piece of music belong," the meaningful question for Frow is, "what genres should I use to interpret, listen to, and describe a piece of music in a particular context?" In Frow's conception of genre, it becomes clear why any attempt at building a taxonomy or a list of characteristics for categorizing music into musical genres will fail: they lack the human and the context, both necessary aspects of genre.
Essentially unchallenged in MGR is the base assumption that the nature of "genre" is such that music belongs to categories, and that it makes sense to talk about "boundaries" between these categories. Perhaps it is a testament to the pervasiveness of the Aristotelean categorization of the world (Bowker and Star, 1999 ) that alternative conceptions of music genre like Frow's have by and large gone unnoticed in MGR. Of course, some have argued that MGR is ill-defined (Pachet and Cazaly, 2000; Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003; McKay and Fujinaga, 2006) , that some genre categories are arbitrary and unique to each person (Craft, 2007; Sordo et al., 2008) , that they are motivated by industry (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003) , and/or they come in large part from domains outside the purview of signal processing (Craft, 2007; Wiggins, 2009) . Processing only sampled music signals necessarily ignores the "extrinsic" properties that contribute to judgements of genre (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003; McKay and Fujinaga, 2006; Wiggins, 2009) . Hence, it is of little surprise when subjectivity and commercial motivations of genre necessarily wreak havoc for any MGR system.
The value of MGR has also been debated. Some have argued that the value of producing genre labels for music already labeled by record companies is limited. Some have suggested that MGR is instead encompassed by other pursuits, e.g., music similarity (Pampalk, 2006) , music autotagging (Aucouturier and Pampalk, 2008; Fu et al., 2011) , or extracting "musically relevant data" . Others have argued that, in spite of its subjective nature, there is evidence that genre is not so arbitrary (Lippens et al., 2004; Gjerdingen and Perrott, 2008; Sordo et al., 2008) , that some genres can be defined by specific criteria (Barbedo and Lopes, 2007) , and that research on MGR is still a worthy pursuit (McKay and Fujinaga, 2006; Scaringella et al., 2006) . Many works also suggest that MGR provides a convenient testbed for comparing new audio features and/or machine learning approaches, e.g., Andén and Mallat (2011); Andén and Mallat (2013) .
While most of the work we survey (2012b) implicitly poses MGR as an Aristotelean categorization, the goal posed by Matityaho and Furst (1995) comes closer to the conception of Frow, and to one that is much more useful than the reproduction of "ground truth" genre labels: "[building] a phenomenological model that [imitates] the human ability to distinguish between music [genres] ." Although it is missing the context essential to genre for Frow, and although the empirical work of Matityaho and Furst (1995) still treats genre in an Aristotelean manner, this goal places humans at the center, establishes the goal as imitation, and prescribes the use of humans for evaluation. This has led us to define the "principal goals of MGR" (2013b): to imitate the human ability to organize, recognize, distinguish between, and imitate genres used by music. "Organization" implies finding and expressing characteristics used by particular genres, e.g., "blues is strophic"; "recognition" implies identification of genres, e.g., "that sounds like blues because ..."; "distinguishing" implies describing why, or the extents to which, some music uses some genres but not others, e.g., "that does not sound like blues because ..."; and "imitation" implies being able to exemplify the use of particular genres, e.g., "play the Bach piece as if it is blues." Stated in such a way, MGR becomes much richer than generating genre-indicative labels for music signals.
A Survey and Analysis of GTZAN
In this section, we look closely at GTZAN since its creation a decade ago: how it has been used, of what it is composed, what its faults are, how its faults affect evaluation, and what this implies for MGR in the past decade, and GTZAN in the next decade.
3.1 How has GTZAN been used? Figure 3 shows how the number of publications that use GTZAN has increased since its creation in 2002. We see that it has been used more in the past three years than in its first eight years. The next most-used public dataset is ISMIR2004, 7 which was created for the MGR task of ISMIR 2004. That dataset appears in 75 works, 30 of which use GTZAN as well. Of the 100 works that use GTZAN, 49 of them use only GTZAN. In our review of evaluation in MGR (2012b), we delimit ten different evaluation designs. Of the 100 works using GTZAN, 96 employ the evaluation design Classify (an excerpt is assigned labels, which are compared against a "ground truth"). In seven works, GTZAN is used with the evaluation design Retrieve (a query is used to find similar music, and the labels of the retrieved items are compared); and one work (Barreira et al., 2011) uses GTZAN with the evaluation design Cluster (clustering of dataset and then a comparison of the labels in the resulting clusters). Our work (2012c) uses Compose, where an MGR system generates new music it scores as highly representative of each GTZAN category, which we then test for identifiability using a formal listening test. We find a few other uses of GTZAN. Markov and Matsui (2012a,b) learn bases from GTZAN, and then apply these codebooks to classify the genres of ISMIR2004. In our work (2013e), we train classifiers using ISMIR2004, and then attempt to detect all excerpts in GTZAN Classical (and two in GTZAN Jazz). As described above, Fig. 2 shows the highest classification accuracies reported in the papers that consider the 10-class problem of GTZAN (we remove duplicated experiments, e.g., Lidy (2006) contains the results reported in Lidy and Rauber (2005) ).
Among the 100 published works using GTZAN, we find only five outside ours (2012c; 2013a; 2013f; 2013e) that indicate someone has listened to at least some of GTZAN. The first appears to be Li and Sleep (2005) , who find that "two closely numbered files in each genre tend to sound similar than the files numbered far [apart] . " Bergstra et al. (2006) note that, "To our ears, the examples are well-labeled ... our impression from listening to the music is that no artist appears twice." This is contradicted by Seyerlehner et al. (2010) , who predict "an artist effect ... as listening to some of the songs reveals that some artists are represented with several songs." In his doctoral dissertation, Seyerlehner (2010) infers there to be a significant replication of artists in GTZAN because of how classifiers trained and tested with GTZAN perform as compared to other artist-filtered datasets. Furthermore, very few people have mentioned specific faults in GTZAN: Hartmann (2011) notes finding seven duplicates; and Li and Chan (2011) -who have manually estimated keys for all GTZAN excerpts 9 -remember hearing some repetitions.
10 Hence, it appears that GTZAN has by and large been assumed to have satisfactory integrity for MGR evaluation. 
What is in GTZAN?
Until our work (2012a), GTZAN has never had metadata identifying its contents because those details were not assembled during compilation. Hence, every MGR evaluation using GTZAN, save ours (2012c; 2013a; 2013e; 2013d), has not been able to take into account its contents. We now identify the excerpts in GTZAN, determine how music by specific artists compose each category, and survey the tags people have applied to the music and/or artist in order to obtain an idea of what each GTZAN category means. We use the Echo Nest Musical Fingerprinter (ENMFP) 11 to generate a fingerprint of an excerpt in GTZAN and then to query the Echo Nest database having over 30,000,000 songs (at the time of this writing). The second column of Table 1 shows that this identifies only 606 of the 1000 excerpts. We manually correct titles and artists as much as possible, e.g., we reduce "River Rat Jimmy (Album Version)" to "River Rat Jimmy"; and "Bach -The #1 Bach Album (Disc 2) -13 -Ich steh mit einem Fuss im Grabe, BWV 156 Sinfonia" to "Ich steh mit einem Fuss im Grabe, BWV 156 Sinfonia;" and we correct "Leonard Bernstein [Piano] , Rhapsody in Blue" to "George Gershwin" and "Rhapsody in Blue." We find four misidentifications: Country 15 12 is misidentified as being by Waylon Jennings (it is by George Jones); Pop 65 is misidentified as being Mariah Carey (it is Prince); Disco 79 is misidentified as "Love Games" by Gazeebo (it is "Love Is Just The Game" by Peter Brown); and Metal 39 is Metallica playing "Star Wars Imperial March," but ENMFP identifies it as a track on a CD for improving sleep. 13 We then manually identify 313 more excerpts, but have yet to identify the remaining 81 excerpts.
14 Figure 4 shows how each GTZAN category is composed of music by particular artists. We see only nine artists are represented in the GTZAN Blues. GTZAN Reggae is the category with the most excerpts from a single artist: 35 excerpts of Bob Marley. The category with the most artist diversity appears to be Disco, where we find at least 55 different artists. From this, we can bound the number of artists in GTZAN, which has until this time been unknown (Seyerlehner, 2010; Seyerlehner et al., 2010) . Assuming each unidentified excerpt comes from different artists than those we have already identified, the total number of artists represented in GTZAN cannot be larger than 329. If all unlabeled excerpts are from the artists we have already identified, then the smallest this number can be is 248.
We now wish to determine the content composing each GTZAN category. In our previous analysis of GTZAN (2012a), we assume that since there is a category called, e.g., "Country," then GTZAN Country excerpts should possess typical and distinguishing characteristics of music using the country genre (Ammer, 2004) : stringed instruments such as guitar, mandolin, banjo; emphasized "twang" in playing and singing; lyrics about patriotism, hard work and hard times; and so on. This led us to the claim that at least seven GTZAN Country excerpts are mislabeled because they exemplify few of these characteristics. We find other work that assumes the genres of music datasets overlap because they share the same genre labels, e.g., the taxonomies of Moerchen et al. (2006) and Guaus (2009) . In this work, however, we do not make the assumption that the excerpts in GTZAN Country possess the typical and distinguishing characteristics of music using the country genre. In other words, we now consider a GTZAN category name as "short hand" for the collection of consistent and/or contradictory concepts and criteria, both objective and subjective, that Tzanetakis employed in assembling music excerpts to form that GTZAN category.
To obtain an idea of the content composing each GTZAN category, we query the application programming interface provided by last.fm, and retrieve the "tags" that users of the service (whom we will call "taggers") have entered for each song or artist we identify in GTZAN. A tag is a word or phrase a tagger associates with an artist, song, album, and so on, for any number of reasons (Bertin-Mahieux et al., 2010) , e.g., to make a music collection more useful to themselves, to help others discover new music, or to promote their own music or criticize music they do not like. A past analysis of the last.fm tags (Bertin-Mahieux et al., 2008) finds that they are most often genre labels (e.g., "blues"), but they can also be instrumentation ("female vocalists"), tempo (e.g., "120 bpm"), mood (e.g., "happy"), how they use the music (e.g., "exercise"), lyrics (e.g., "fa la la la la"), the band (e.g., "The Rolling Stones"), or something else (e.g., "favorite song of all time") (Law, 2011) . 
9
The collection of tags by last.fm is far from being a controlled process. Any given tagger is not necessarily well-versed in musicology, or knows the history of musical styles, or can correctly recognize particular instruments, or is even acting in a benevolent manner; and any group of taggers is not necessarily using the same criteria when they all decide on tagging a song with a particular tag appearing indicative of, e.g., genre or emotion. For these reasons, there is apprehension in using such a resource for music information research (Aucouturier, 2009 ). However, last.fm tags number in the millions and come from tens of thousands of users; and, furthermore, each tag is accompanied by a "count" parameter reflecting the percentage of taggers of a song or artist that choose that particular tag (Levy and Sandler, 2009) . A tag for a song having a count of 100 means that tag is selected by all taggers of that song (even if there is only one tagger), and 0 means the tag is applied by the fewest (last.fm rounds down all percentages less than 1). We cannot assume that each tag selected by a tagger for a given song is done independent of those given by previous taggers, but it is not unreasonable to interpret a tag with a high count as suggesting a kind of consensus that last.fm taggers find the tag very relevant for that song, whatever that may mean. Though last.fm tags have found use in other MIR research (Bertin-Mahieux et al., 2008; Barrington et al., 2008; Levy and Sandler, 2009 ), we proceed cautiously about interpreting the meanings behind the last.fm tags retrieved for the identified contents in GTZAN. With respect to our goals here, we assume some tags are meant by taggers to be descriptive of a song or artist.
Using the index of GTZAN we create above, the fourth column of Table 1 shows the number of songs in GTZAN we identify that have last.fm tags, and the number of tags with non-zero count (we keep only those tags with counts greater than 0). When we do not find tags for a song, we request instead the tags for the artist. For instance, though we identify all 100 excerpts in Blues, only 75 of the songs are tagged on last.fm. Of these, we get 2,904 tags with non-zero counts. For the remaining 25 songs, we retrieve 2,061 tags from those given to the artists. We thus assume the tags that taggers give to an artist would also be given to the particular song. Furthermore, since each GTZAN excerpt is a 30 s excerpt of a song, we assume the tags given the song or artist would also be given to the excerpt.
With our considerations and reservations clearly stated, we now attempt to shed light on the content of each GTZAN category using the last.fm tags. First, we define the top tags of a song or artist as those that have counts above 50. To do this, we remove spaces, hyphens, and capitalization from all tags. For example, the tags "Hip hop", "hip-hop" and "hip hop" all become "hiphop." Then, we find for each unique top tag in a GTZAN category the percentage of identified excerpts in that category having that top tag. We define category top tags all those unique top tags of a GTZAN category that are represented by at least 5% of the excerpts identified in that category. With the numbers of excerpts we have identified in each category, this means a category top tag is one appearing as a top tag in at least 4 excerpts of a GTZAN category. Figure 5 shows the resulting category top tags for GTZAN. We can see large differences in the numbers of category top tags, where GTZAN Rock has the most, and GTZAN Classical and GTZAN Hiphop have the least. As seen in Table 1 , most of the tags for excerpts in GTZAN Classical come from those that taggers have entered for artists, which explains why the tag "composer" appears. Most of the category top tags appear indicative of genre, and those appearing most in each GTZAN category is the category label, except for Metal. We also see signs of a specific tagger in three category top tags of GTZAN Jazz. With our considerations above, and by listening to entire dataset, it does not seem unreasonable to make some claims about the content of each GTZAN category. For instance, the category top tags of GTZAN Blues reveal its contents to include a large amount of music tagged "cajun" and "zydeco" by a majority of taggers. GTZAN Disco appears more broad than dance music from the late seventies (Shapiro, 2005) , but also includes a significant amount of music that has been tagged "80s", "pop" and "funk" by a majority of taggers. Listening to the excerpts in these categories confirms these observations.
What faults does GTZAN have?
We now delimit three kinds of faults in GTZAN: repetitions, mislabelings, and distortions. Table 2 summarizes these, which we reproduce online with sound examples. 
Repetitions
We consider four kinds of repetition, from high to low specificity: exact, recording, artist, and version. We define an exact repetition as when two excerpts are the same to such a degree that their time-frequency fingerprints are the same. This means the excerpts are not only extracted from the same recording, they are essentially the same excerpt, either sample for sample (up to a multiplicative factor), or displaced in time by only a small amount. To find exact repetitions, we implement a simplified version of the Shazam fingerprint (Wang, 2003) . This means we compute sets of anchors in the time-frequency plane, compare hashes of the anchors of every pair of excerpts, and then listen to those excerpts sharing many of the same anchors to confirm them to be exact replicas. Figure 6 shows the clear appearance of exact repetitions in GTZAN Jazz. The second column of Table 2 lists these. Our comparison of hashes across categories reveal one exact repetition in two categories: the same excerpt of "Tie Your Mother Down" by Queen appears as Rock 58 and Metal 16. In total, we find 50 exact repetitions in GTZAN.
D R A F T
We define a recording repetition as when two excerpts come from the same recording, but are not detected with the fingerprint comparison detailed above. We find these by artist name and song repetitions in the index we create above, and by listening. For instance, Country 8 and 51 are both from "Never Knew Lonely" by Vince Gill, but excerpt 8 comes from later in the recording than excerpt 51. The second and third columns of Table 2 shows the excerpts we suspect as coming from the same recording. We find GTZAN Pop has the most exact and suspected recording repetitions (16): "Lady Marmalade" sung by Christina Aguilera et al., as well as "Bootylicious" by Destiny's Child, each appear four times. In total, we find 21 suspected recording repetitions in GTZAN.
The last two kinds of repetitions are not necessarily "faults", but we show in Section 3.4 why they must be taken into consideration when using GTZAN. We define artist repetition as excerpts performed by the same artist. We find these easily using the index we create above. Figure 4 and Table 2 show how every GTZAN category has artist repetition. Finally, we define a version repetition as when two excerpts are of the same song but performed differently. This could be a studio version, a live version, performed by the same or different artists (covers), or possibly a remix. We identify these with the index we create above, and then confirm by listening. For instance, Classical 44 and 48 are from "Rhapsody in Blue" by George Gershwin, but presumably performed by different orchestras. Metal 33 is "Enter Sandman" by Metallica, and Metal 74 is a parody of it. Pop 16 and 17 are both "I can't get no satisfaction" by Britney Spears, but the latter is performed live. In total, we find 13 version repetitions in GTZAN.
Potential mislabelings
The collection of concepts and criteria Tzanetakis used to assemble GTZAN is of course unobservable; and in some sense, the use of GTZAN for training and testing an MGR system aims to reproduce or uncover it by reverse engineering. Regardless of whether GTZAN was constructed in a well-definable manner, or whether it makes sense to restrict the membership of an excerpt of music to one GTZAN category, we are interested here in a different question: are any excerpts mislabeled? In other words, we wish to determine whether the excerpts might be arranged in a way such that their membership to one GTZAN category, as well as their exclusion from every other GTZAN category, is in some sense "less debatable" to a system, human or artificial?
Toward this end, we previously (2012a) considered two kinds of mislabelings in GTZAN: "contentious" and "conspicuous." We based these upon non-concrete criteria formed loosely around musicological principles associated with the names of the categories in GTZAN. Now that we have shown in Section 3.2 that those names do not necessarily reflect the content of the categories, we instead consider here the content of each GTZAN category. In summary, we identify excerpts that might be "better" placed in another category, placed across several categories, or excluded from the dataset altogether, by comparing their tags to the category top tags of each GTZAN category.
We consider an excerpt potentially mislabeled if not one of its tags match the category top tags of its category, or if the "number of votes" for its own category is equal to or less than the "number of votes" for another category. We define the number of votes in a category as the sum of the counts of tags for an excerpt matching category top tags. (We consider a match D R A F T as when the category top tag appears in a tag, e.g., "blues" appears in "blues guitar".) As an example, consider the category top tags of GTZAN Country in Fig. 5 , and the pairs of tags and counts we find for Country 39 ("Johnnie Can't Dance" by Wayne Toups & Zydecajun): {("zydeco", 100), ("cajun", 50), ("folk", 33), ("louisiana", 33), ("bayou", 16), ("cruise", 16), ("Accordeon", 16), ("New Orleans", 16), ("accordion", 16), ("everything", 16), ("boogie", 16), ("dance", 16), ("swamp", 16), ("country", 16), ("french", 16), ("rock", 16)}. We find its two first tags among the category top tags of GTZAN Blues, and so the number of votes for GTZAN Blues is, 100 + 50 = 150. We only find one of its tags ("country") among the category top tags of GTZAN Country, and so the number of votes there is 16. Hence, we argue that Country 39 is potentially mislabeled. Listening to the excerpt in relation to all the others in GTZAN Country, as well as the music tagged "cajun" and "zydeco" in GTZAN Blues, also supports this conclusion. It is important to emphasize that we are not claiming Country 39 should be labeled GTZAN Blues, but only that if a MGR system learning from GTZAN Blues labels Country 39 as "blues", then that might not be considered a mistake.
Of the excerpts we have identified in GTZAN, we find 13 with no tags that match the category top tags of their category, 43 that have more votes in the category top tags of a different category, and 18 that have the same number of votes in its own category and at least one other. Of these, 20 appear to be due to a lack of tags, and two appears to be a result of bad tags. For instance, among the tags with count of 100 for "Can't Do Nuttin' For Ya, Man!" by Public Enemy (Hip hop 93) are, "glam rock", "Symphonic Rock", "instrumental rock", "New York Punk" and "Progressive rock." We list the remaining 52 potential misclassifications in Table 2 .
As we have pointed out (2012a; 2012c), GTZAN has other potential problems with excerpts in its categories. Disco 47 is of Barbra Streisand and Donna Summer singing the introduction to "No More Tears", but an excerpt from a later point this song might better exemplify GTZAN Disco. Hip hop 44 is of "Guantanamera" by Wyclef Jean, but the majority of the excerpt is a sample of musicians playing the traditional Cuban song "Guantanamera." Hence, GTZAN Hip hop might or might not be appropriate. Hip hop 5 and 30 are Drum and Bass dance music that are quite unique among the rest of the excerpts; and Reggae 51 and 55 are electronic dance music that are again quite contrasting to the other excerpts. Finally, Reggae 73 and 74 are exact replicas of "Hip-Hopera" by Bounty Killer, which might be better more appropriate in GTZAN Hip hop. We do not include these as potential mislabelings in Table 2 .
Identifying faults: Distortions
The last column of Table 2 lists some distortions we find by listening to every excerpt in GTZAN. This dataset was purposely created to have a variety of fidelities in the excerpts (Tzanetakis and Cook, 2002) ; however, one of the excerpts (Reggae 86) is so severely distorted that the value of its last 25 seconds is debatable. Creed "I'm Eighteen" (21); Living Colour "Glamour Boys" (29); The New Bomb Turks "Hammerless Nail" (46), "Jukebox Lean" (50), "Jeers of a Clown" (51); Queen "Tie Your Mother Down" (58), "Tear it up" (59) 
D R A F T

How do the faults of GTZAN affect evaluation?
We now study how the faults of GTZAN affect the evaluation of MGR systems, e.g., the classification accuracies in the nearly 100 published works seen in Fig. 2 . Through our experiments below, we see the following two claims are false: 1) "all MGR systems and evaluations are affected in the same ways by the faults of GTZAN"; and 2) "the performances of all MGR systems in GTZAN, working with the same data and faults, are still meaningfully comparable." Thus, regardless of how the systems are performing the task, the results in Fig.  2 cannot be meaningfully interpreted.
It is not difficult to predict how some faults can affect the evaluations of MGR systems built using different approaches. For instance, when exact replicas are distributed across train and test sets, the evaluation of some systems can be more biased than others: a nearest neighbor classifier will find features in the training set with zero distance to the test feature, while a Bayesian classifier with a parametric model may not so strongly benefit when its model parameters are estimated from all training features. If there are replicas in the test set only, then they will bias an estimate of a figure of merit because they are not independent tests -if one is classified (in)correctly then its replicas are also classified (in)correctly. In addition to exact repetitions, we show above that the number of artists in GTZAN is at most 329. Thus, as Seyerlehner (2010); Seyerlehner et al. (2010) predict for GTZAN, its use in evaluating systems will be biased due to the artist effect (Pampalk et al., 2005; Flexer, 2007; Schnitzer, 2009, 2010) , i.e., the observation that a music similarity system can perform significantly worse when artists are disjoint in training and test datasets, than when they are not. Since all results in Fig. 2 come from evaluations without using an artist filter, they are quite likely to be optimistic.
To investigate the faults of GTZAN, we create several MGR systems using a variety of feature extraction and machine learning approaches paired with different training data in GTZAN. We define a system not as an abstract proposal of a machine learning method, a feature description, and so on, but as a real and working implementation of the components necessary to produce an output from an input (Sturm, 2013c) . A system, in other words, has already been trained, and might be likened to a "black box" operated by a customer in an environment, according to some instructions. In our case, each system specifies the customer input 30 s of monophonic audio data uniformly sampled at 22050 Hz, for which it outputs one of the ten GTZAN category names.
Some systems we create by combining the same features with three classifiers (Duin et al., 2007) : nearest neighbor (NN), minimum distance (MD), and minimum Mahalanobis distance (MMD) (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009 ). These systems create feature vectors from a 30 s excerpt in the following way. For each 46.4 ms frame, and a hop half that, it computes: 13 MFCCs using the approach by Slaney (1998) , zero crossings, and spectral centroid and rolloff. For each 130 consecutive frames, it computes the mean and variance of each dimension, thus producing nine 32-dimensional feature vectors. From the feature vectors of the training data, the system finds a normalization transformation that maps each dimension to [0, 1], i.e., the minimum of a dimension is subtracted from all values in that dimension, and then those are divided by the maximum magnitude difference between any two values. Each system applies the same transformation to the feature vectors extracted from an input. Each classifier chooses a label for an excerpt as follows: NN selects the class by majority vote, and breaks ties by selecting randomly among those classes that are ties; MD and MMD both select the label with the maximum log posterior sum over the nine feature vectors. Both MD and MMD model the feature vectors as independent and identically distributed multivariate Gaussian.
While the above approaches provide "baseline" systems, we also use two state-of-the-art approaches that produce MGR systems measured to have high classification accuracies in GTZAN. The first is SRCAM -proposed by Panagakis et al. (2009b) but modified by us (2013a) -which uses psychoacoustically-motivated features of 768 dimensions. SRCAM classifies an excerpt by using sparse representation classification (Wright et al., 2009 ). We implement this using the SPGL1 solver (van den Berg and Friedlander, 2008) with at most 200 iterations, and define 2 = 0.01. The second approach is MAPsCAT, which uses feature vectors of "scattering transform" coefficients (Andén and Mallat, 2011) . This produces 40 feature vectors of 469 dimensions. MAPsCAT models the features in the training set as independent and identically distributed multivariate Gaussian, and computes for a test feature the log posterior in each class. We define all classes equally likely for MAPsCAT, as well as for MD and MMD. As for the baseline systems above, systems built using SRCAM and MAPsCAT normalize input feature vectors according to the training set. (See Sturm (2013a) for further details of SRCAM and MAPsCAT.)
We use four different partition strategies to create train and test datasets from GTZAN: ten realizations of standard non-stratified 2fCV (ST); ST without the 67 exact and recording repetitions and 2 distortions (ST'); a non-stratified 2fCV with artist filtering (AF); AF without the 67 exact and recording repetitions and 2 distortions (AF'). Table 3 shows the composition of each fold in AF in terms of artists. We created AF manually to ensure that: 1) each GTZAN category is approximately balanced in terms of the number of training and testing excerpts; and 2) each fold of a GTZAN category has music tagged with category top tags (Fig. 5) . For instance, the two Blues folds have 46 and 54 excerpts, and both have D R A F T music tagged "blues" and "zydeco." Unless otherwise noted, we do not take into account any potential mislabelings. In total, we train and test 220 MGR systems.
We look at several figures of merit computed from a comparison of the the outputs of the systems to the "ground truth" of testing datasets: confusion, precision, recall, F-score, and classification accuracy. Define the set of GTZAN categories G. Consider that we input to a system N (g) number of excerpts from GTZAN category g ∈ G, and that of these the system categorizes as r ∈ G the number M (g as r) ≤ N (g) . We define the confusion of GTZAN category g as r for a system C (g as r) := M (g as r) N (g) .
The recall for GTZAN category g of a system is then C (g as g) . We define the normalized accuracy of a system by
We use normalized accuracy because the number of inputs in each GTZAN category may not be equal in a test set. We define the precision of a system for GTZAN category g as
Finally, we define the F-score of a system for GTZAN category g as
To test for significant differences in the performance between two systems in the same test dataset, we build a contingency table (Salzberg, 1997) . Define the random variable N to be the number of times the two systems choose different categories, but one is correct. Let t 12 be the number for which system 1 is correct but system 2 is wrong. Thus, N − t 12 is the number of observations for which system 2 is correct but system 1 is wrong. Define the random variable T 12 from which t 12 is a sample. The null hypothesis is that the systems perform equally well given N = n, i.e., E[T 12 |N = n] = n/2, in which case T 12 is distributed binomialy, i.e.,
The probability we observe a particular performance given the systems actually perform equally well is
We define statistical significance as α = 0.05, and reject the null hypothesis if p < α. Figure 7 shows a summary of the normalized accuracies of all our MGR systems, with respect to the five approaches and four partitions we use. As each partition breaks GTZAN into two folds, the left and right end points of a segment correspond to using the first or second fold for training, and the other for testing. ST', we show the mean normalized accuracy, and a vertical line segment of two standard deviations centered on the mean. It is immediately clear that the faults of GTZAN affect an estimate of the classification accuracy for an MGR system. For systems created with all approaches except NN, the differences between conditions ST and ST' are small. As we predict above, the performance of systems created using NN appears to benefit more than the others from the exact and recording repetition faults of GTZAN, boosting their mean normalized accuracy from below 0.6 to 0.63. Between conditions AF and AF', we see that removing the repetitions produces very little change, presumably because the artist filter keeps exact and recording repetitions from being split across train and test datasets. Most clearly, however, we see for all systems a large decrease in performance between conditions ST and AF, and that each system is affected to different degrees. The difference in normalized accuracy between conditions ST and AF appears the smallest for MD (7 points), while it appears the most for MAPsCAT (25 points). Since we have thus found systems with performance evaluations affected to different degrees by the faults in GTZAN -systems using NN are hurt by removing the repetitions while those using MMD are not -we have disproven the claim that the faults of GTZAN affect all MGR systems in the same ways. When we test for significant differences in performance between all pairs of system in the conditions ST and ST', only for those created with MMD and NN do we fail to reject the null hypothesis. In terms of classification accuracy in the condition ST, and the binomial test described above, we can say with statistical significance: those systems created using MD perform worse than those systems created using MMD and NN, which perform worse than those systems created using MAPsCAT, which perform worse than those systems created using SRCAM. The systems created using SRCAM and MAPsCAT are performing significantly better than the baseline systems. In the conditions AF and AF', however, we fail to reject the null hypothesis for systems created using MAPsCAT and MD, and systems created using MAPsCAT and MMD. MAPsCAT, measured as performing significantly better than the baseline in the conditions ST and ST' -and hence motivating conclusions that the features it uses are superior for MGR (Andén and Mallat, 2011; Andén and Mallat, 2013 ) -now performs no better than the baseline in the conditions AF and AF'. Therefore, this disproves that the performances of all MGR systems in GTZAN -all results shown in Table 4 : The worst figures of merit (×10 −2 ) of a "perfect" classifier evaluated with GTZAN, which takes into account the 52 potential mislabelings in Table 2 , and assuming that the 81 excerpts we have yet to identify have "correct" labels.
than others due to the faults in GTZAN, but which ones they are cannot be known.
We now focus our analysis upon systems created using SRCAM. Figure 8 shows averaged figures of merit for systems built using SRCAM and the 10 realizations of ST and ST', as well as for the single partition AF'. Between systems built in conditions ST and ST', we see very little change in the recalls for GTZAN categories with the fewest exact and recording repetitions: Blues, Classical and Rock. However, for the GTZAN categories having the most exact and recording repetitions, we find large changes in recall. In fact, Fig. 9 shows that the number of exact and recording repetitions in a GTZAN category is correlated with a decrease in the recall of SRCAM. This makes sense because SRCAM is like adaptive nearest neighbors . When evaluating the systems we created using SRCAM in the condition AF', Fig. 8 shows the mean classification accuracy is 22 points lower than that in condition ST. With respect to F-score, excerpts in GTZAN Classical and Metal suffer the least; but we see decreases for all other categories by at least 10 points, e.g., 62 points for GTZAN Blues, 29 points for GTZAN Reggae, and 25 points for GTZAN Jazz. We see little change in classification accuracy between conditions AF' and AF (not shown).
The question remains, what are the worst figures of merit that a "perfect" MGR system can obtain in GTZAN? We first assume that the 81 excerpts yet to be identified are "correct" in their categorization, and that the last 25 seconds of Reggae 86 are ignored because of severe distortion. Then, we assume a "perfect" system categorizes all GTZAN excerpts in their own categories, except for the 52 potential misclassifications in Table 2 . For each of those excerpts, we consider that the system chooses the other GTZAN categories in which its number of votes are higher than, or as high as, the number of votes in its own category. For instance, Country 39 has its largest vote in GTZAN Blues, so we add one to the Blues row in the GTZAN Country column. When a vote is split between K categories, we add 1/K in the relevant positions of the confusion table. For instance, Disco 11 has the same number of votes in GTZAN Disco, Pop and Rock, so we add 0.5 to the Pop and to the Rock rows of the GTZAN Disco column. Table 4 shows the worst figures of merit we expect for this "perfect" system, which is also imposed as the thick gray line in Fig. 2 . If the figures of merit of an MGR system tested in GTZAN are better that in this, it might actually be performing worse than the "perfect" system. Indeed, we have found that the classification accuracies for six MGR D R A F T (Fig. 8) as a function of the number of exact and recording repetitions in a GTZAN category.
Discussion
Though it may not have been originally designed to be the benchmark dataset for MGR, GTZAN is currently honored by such a position by virtue of its use in some of the early influential works (Tzanetakis and Cook, 2002) , its continued wide-spread use, and its public availability. It was, after all, one of the first publicly-available datasets in MIR. Altogether, GTZAN appears more than any other dataset in the evaluations of nearly 100 MGR publications (Sturm, 2012b) . It is thus fair to claim that researchers who have developed MGR systems have used, or been advised to use, GTZAN for evaluating success. For instance, high classification accuracy in GTZAN has been argued as indicating the superiority of approaches proposed for MGR (Li and Ogihara, 2006; Bergstra et al., 2006; Panagakis et al., 2009b) . Furthermore, performance in GTZAN has been used to argue for the relevance of features to MGR, e.g., "the integration of timbre features with temporal features are important for genre classification" (Fu et al., 2011) . Despite its ten-year history spanning most of the research in MGR since the review by Aucouturier and Pachet (2003) , only five works indicate someone has taken a look at what is in GTZAN. Of these, only one (Li and Chan, 2011) implicitly reports listening to all of GTZAN; but another completely misses the mark in its assessment of the integrity of GTZAN (Bergstra et al., 2006) . When GTZAN has been used, it has been used for the most part without question.
GTZAN has never had metadata identifying its contents, but our work finally fills this gap, and shows the extent to which GTZAN has faults. We find 50 exact repetitions, 21 suspected recording repetitions, and a significant amount of artist repetition. Our analysis of the content of each GTZAN category shows the excerpts in each are more diverse than what the category names suggest, e.g., the GTZAN Blues excerpts include music using the blues genre, as well as the zydeco and cajun and genres. We find potential mislabelings, e.g., two excerpts of orchestral music by Leonard Bernstein appear in GTZAN Jazz, but might be better placed with the other orchestral excerpts of Bernstein in GTZAN Classical; an excerpt by Wayne Toups & Zydecajun appears in GTZAN Country, but might be better placed with the other cajun and zydeco music in GTZAN Blues. Finally, we find some excerpts suffer from distortions, such as jitter, clipping, and extreme degradation (Reggae 86).
Having proven that GTZAN is flawed, we then sought to measure their real effects on the evaluation of MGR systems. Using three baseline and two state of the art approaches, 21 we disproved the claims that all MGR systems are affected in the same ways by the faults of GTZAN, and that the performances of MGR systems in GTZAN are still meaningfully comparable no matter how the systems are performing the task. In other words, evaluating systems in GTZAN with Classify without taking into consideration its contents provides numbers that may be precise and lend themselves to a variety of formal statistical tests, but that are nonetheless irrelevant for judging which system can satisfy the success criteria of some use case in the real world that requires musical intelligence, not to mention whether the system demonstrates a capacity for recognizing genre at all. This lack of validity in standard MGR evaluation means one cannot simply say, "94.8 in GTZAN is the new 100," and proceed with "business as usual."
Since all results in Fig. 2 come from experimental conditions where independent variables are not controlled, e.g., by artist filtering, the "progress" in MGR seen over the years is very suspect. Systems built from MAPsCAT and SRCAM, previously evaluated in GTZAN to have classification accuracies of 83% without considering the faults of GTZAN (Sturm, 2012c (Sturm, , 2013a , now lay at the bottom in Fig. 2 below 56% . Where the performances of all the other systems lie, we do not yet know. The incredible influence of the other uncontrolled independent variables confounded with the GTZAN category names becomes clear with irrelevant transformations (Sturm, 2013g) .
Some may argue that our litany of faults in GTZAN ignores what they say is the most serious problem with a dataset like GTZAN: that it is too small to produce meaningful results. In some respects, this is justified. While personal music collections may number thousands of pieces of music, commercial datasets and library archives number in the millions. The 1000 excerpts of GTZAN is most definitely an insufficient random sample of the population of excerpts "exemplary" of the kinds of music between which one may wish a MGR system to discriminate if it is to be useful for some use case. Hence, one might argue, it is unreasonably optimistic to assume an MGR system can learn from a fold of GTZAN those rules and characteristics people use (or at least Tzanetakis used) when describing music as belonging to or demonstrating aspects of the particular genres used by music in GTZAN. Such warranted skepticism, compounded with the pairing of well-defined algorithms and an ill-defined problem, highlights the absurdity of interpreting the results in Fig. 2 as indicating real progress is being made in suffusing computers with musical intelligence.
One might hold little hope that GTZAN could ever be useful for tasks such as evaluating systems for MGR, audio similarity, autotagging, and the like. Some might call for GTZAN to be "banished" -although we have yet to find any paper that says so. There are, however, many ways to evaluate an MGR system using GTZAN. Indeed, its faults are representative of data in the real-world, and they can be used in the service of evaluation (Sturm, 2013a,g ). For instance, by using the GTZAN dataset, we (2012c; 2013a; 2013g) perform several different experiments to illuminate the (in)sanity of a system's internal model of music genre. In one experiment (2012c; 2013a), we look at the kinds of pathological errors of an MGR system rather than what it labels "correctly." We design a reduced Turing test to determine how well the "wrong" labels it selects imitate human choices. In another experiment (2012c; 2013g), we attempt to fool a system into selecting any genre label for the same piece of music by changing factors that are irrelevant to genre, e.g., by subtle time-invariant filtering. In another experiment (2012c), we have an MGR system compose music excerpts it hears as highly representative of the "genres of GTZAN", and then we perform a formal listening D R A F T test to determine if those genres are recognizable. The lesson is not to banish GTZAN, but to use it with full consideration of its musical content. It is currently not clear what makes a dataset "better" than another for MGR, and whether any are free of the kinds of faults in GTZAN; but at least now with GTZAN, one has a manageable, public, and finally well-studied dataset.
Implications for future work in MGR and MIR
The most immediate point to come from this work is perhaps that one should not take for granted the integrity of any given dataset, even when it has been used in a large amount of research. Any researcher evaluating an MIR system using a dataset must know the data, know real data has faults, and know such faults have real impacts. However, there are five other points important for the next ten years of MIR. First, problems in MIR should be unambiguously defined through specifying use cases and with formalism. Second, experiments must be designed, implemented, and analyzed such that they have validity and relevance with respect to the intended scientific questions. Third, system analysis should be deeper than just evaluation. Fourth, the limitations of all experiments should be acknowledged, and appropriate degrees of skepticism should be applied. Finally, as a large part of MIR research is essentially algorithm-and data-based, it is imperative to make all such work reproducible.
Define problems with use cases and formalism.
As mentioned in Section 2, few works of our survey (2012b) define "the problem of music genre recognition," but nearly all of them treat genre as categories to which objects belong, separated by boundaries, whether crisp or fuzzy, objective or subjective, but recoverable by machine learning algorithms. The monopoly of this Aristotelean viewpoint of genre is evinced by the kind of evaluation performed in MGR work (Sturm, 2012b) : 397 of 435 published works pose as relevant the comparison of labels generated by an MGR system with a "ground truth" (Classify). All but ten of these works consider MGR as a single label classification problem. We have posed (2013b) "the principal goal of MGR," but the discussion of what its principal goal is might be premature without the consideration of well-defined use cases.
The parameters and requirements of a music recommendation service are certainly different from those of a person wanting to organize their home media collection, which are different from those of a music library looking to serve the information needs of musicologists. The light provided by a use case can help define a problem, and show how the performance of a solution should be measured; however, only a few works in the MGR literature consider use cases. In the same direction, the MIReS Roadmap recommends the development of "meaningful evaluation tasks." A use case helps specify the solutions, and what is to be tested by evaluations. One good example is provided by one of the first works in MGR: Dannenberg et al. (1997) seeks to address the specific scenario of interactive music performance between a musician and machine listener. It poses several requirements: the musician must play styles consistently; the classification must take no longer than five seconds; and the number of false positives should be minimized. Dannenberg et al. evaluate solutions not only in the laboratory, but also in the intended situation. This work shows how a use case can help define a problem, and the success criteria for the solution.
D R A F T
To fully define a problem with no uncertain terms, it must be formalized. Formalization is a tool that can disambiguate all parts of a problem in order to clarify assumptions, highlight the existence of contradictions and other problems, suggest and analyze solutions, and provide a path for designing, implementing and analyzing evaluations. By and large, such formalization remains implicit in much evaluation of MIR, which has been uncritically and/or unknowingly borrowed from other disciplines, like machine learning and text information retrieval (Sturm, 2013c; Urbano et al., 2013) . We have attempted to finally make this formalism explicit (2013c): we define what a system is, and what it means to analyze one; we use the formalism of the design and analysis of experiments, e.g., Bailey (2008) , to dissect an evaluation into its aims, parts, design, execution, and analysis; and we show how an evaluation in MIR is an experiment, and thus makes several assumptions. When this formalism is made explicit, it becomes clear why the systematic and rigorous evaluations performed using standardized datasets in many MIREX tasks can still not be scientific evaluation (Dougherty and Dalton, 2013; Sturm, 2013c) . Consequently, what must be done in order to address this becomes clearer.
Design valid and relevant experiments.
No result in Fig. 2 provides a reasonable direction for addressing a use case that requires an artificial system having musical intelligence. That a MGR system evaluated using Classify achieves even a perfect classification accuracy in a dataset having uncontrolled independent variables provides no logical support for the claim that the system is using criteria relevant to the meaning behind those labels (Sturm, 2012c (Sturm, , 2013a . The same is true of the results from the past several years of the MIREX MGR task, or the MIREX audio mood classification task, or the various MIREX autotagging tasks (Sturm, 2013c ). An unwary company looking to build and sell a solution for a particular use case requiring a system capable of music intelligence will be misled by all these results when following the intuition that a system with a classification accuracy of over 0.8 must be "better" than one below 0.7. This is not to say that none of the systems in Fig. 2 are using relevant criteria to decide on the genre labels (e.g., instrumentation, rhythm, form), but that such a conclusion does not follow from the experiment, no matter its outcome. In short, none of this evaluation is valid.
In discussing the music intelligence of a system, and the lack of validity in evaluation for measuring it, we might be mistaken as misrepresenting the purpose of machine learning, or overstating its capabilities. Of course, machine learning algorithms are agnostic to the intentions of an engineer employing them, and are unperturbable by any accusation of being a "horse" (Sturm, 2013g) . Machine learning does not create systems that think or behave as humans, or mimic the decision process of humans. However, there are different use cases where "by any means" is or is not acceptable. Even when a problem is underspecified, e.g., "The mob boss asked me to make the guy disappear," then any solution might not be acceptable, e.g., "so, I hired a magician." If one seeks only to give the illusion that a robot can recognize genre and emotion in music (Xia et al., 2012) , or that a musical water fountain is optimal (Park et al., 2011) , then "whatever works" may be fine. However, if one seeks to make a tool that is useful to a musicologist for exploring stylistic influence in a music archive, then a system that uses musically meaningful criteria to make judgements is likely preferable over one that works by confounded but irrelevant factors.
D R A F T
Validity in experiments is elegantly demonstrated with the case of "Clever Hans" (Pfungst, 1911; Sturm, 2013g) . Briefly, Hans was a horse that appeared able to solve complex arithmetic feats, as well as many other problems that require humans to think abstractly. Many people were convinced by Hans' abilities; and a group of intellectuals was unable to answer the question, "Is Hans capable of abstract thought?" It was not until valid experiments were designed and implemented to test well-posed and scientific questions that Hans was definitively proven to be incapable of arithmetic -as well as his many other intellectual feats -and only appeared so because he was responding to unintended but confounded cues of whoever asked him a question (Pfungst, 1911) . The question of Hans' ability in arithmetic is not validly addressed by asking Hans more arithmetic problems and comparing his answers with the "ground truth" (Classify), but by designing valid and relevant experiments in which careful control is exercised over independent variables.
Confounds in machine learning experiments create serious barriers to drawing conclusions from evaluations -which can also seen as the problem of "overfitting." Consider that we wish to create a classifier to predict the sexes of people. We begin by randomly sampling 48,842 people from around the United States of America (USA) in 1996. Consider that we are not aware that the sex of a person is determined (for the most part) by the presence or absence of the "Y" chromosome, and so we ask about age, education, occupation, marital status, relationship to spouse, and many other things that might be relevant, and create a multivariate dataset from the entries.
16 As is common in machine learning, we split this into a training dataset (2/3) and testing dataset (1/3), and then perform feature selection (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 2009 ) using the training dataset to find the best features of sex with respect to, e.g., maximizing the ratio of intra-to inter-class separation, or by considering the Fisher discriminant. Finally, we create several classifiers using these feature combinations and training dataset, evaluate each using Classify on the testing dataset, and compute its normalized classification accuracy (accuracy). Figure 10 plots the accuracies of the classifiers as a function of the number of best features. We find that with the "relationship" feature 17 we can build a classifier with an accuracy of almost 0.7 in the testing dataset. If we add to this the "occupation" feature 18 then accuracy increases to about 0.8 in the test dataset. If we also consider the "marital-status" feature 19 then we can build a classifier having an accuracy that exceeds 0.85 in the test dataset. Since we believe random classifiers would have an accuracy of 0.5 in each case, we might claim from these results, "Our systems predict the sex of a person better than random." We might go further and conclude, "The two most relevant features for predicting the sex of a person is 'relationship' and 'occupation'."
Now consider these results while knowing how sex is truly determined. While it is clear that the "relationship" feature is a direct signifier of sex given a person is married, we know that the "occupation" feature is irrelevant to the sex of any person. It is only a factor that happens to be confounded in our dataset with the attribute of interest through the economic and societal norms of the population from which we collected samples, i.e., 1996 USA. If we test our trained systems in populations with economics and societal norms that are different from 1996 USA, the confounds could break and performance thus degrade. Furthermore, the "occupation" feature only appears to be relevant to our task because: 1) it is a confound factor of sex more correlated than the others; and 2) it is among the attributes we chose for this task from the outset, few of which have any relevance to sex. Hence, due to confounds -independent variables that are not controlled in the experimental design -the evaluation lacks validity, and neither one of the conclusions can follow from the experiment. Our work joins the growing chorus of concerns about validity in MIR evaluation. A number of interesting and practical works have been produced by Urbano et al. Urbano, 2011; Urbano et al., 2012 Urbano et al., , 2013 . The work in Urbano et al. (2011) is concerned with evaluating the performance of audio similarity algorithms, and is extended in Urbano et al. (2012) to explore how well an MIR system must perform in a particular evaluation in order to be potentially useful in the real world. Urbano (2011) deals specifically with the question of experimental validity of evaluation in MIR; and Urbano et al. (2013) extend this to show that evaluation of evaluation remains neglected by the MIR community. Aucouturier and Bigand (2013) look at reasons why MIR has failed to acquire attention from outside computer science, and pose it is due in no small part to its lack of a scientific approach. While evaluation is also cited in the MIReS roadmap as an current area of concern, such concerns are by no means only recent. The initiatives behind MIREX were motivated in part to address the fact that evaluation in early MIR research did not facilitate comparisons with new methods (Downie, 2003 (Downie, , 2004 . MIREX has since run numerous systematic, rigorous and standardized evaluation campaigns for many different tasks since 2005 (Downie, 2008; Downie et al., 2010) , which has undoubtedly increased the visibility of MIR (Cunningham et al., 2012) . Furthermore, past MIR evaluation has stumbled upon the observations that evaluations that split across training and testing datasets music from the same albums (Mandel and Ellis, 2005) or artists (Pampalk et al., 2005) results in inflated performances than when the training and testing dataset do not share songs from the same album or by the same artists. Just as we have shown above for GTZAN, the effects of this can be quite significant (Flexer, 2007) , and can now finally be explained through our work as being a result of confounds.
Evaluation in MIR is not just a question of what figure of merit to use, but of how to draw a valid conclusion by designing, implementing, and analyzing an experiment relevant to the intended scientific question (Sturm, 2013c) . For any experiment, thorough consideration must be given to its "materials," "treatments," "design," "responses," "measurements," and "models" of those measurements. Beginning ideally with a well-specified and scientific question, the experimentalist is faced with innumerable ways of attempting to answer that question. However, a constant threat to the validity of an experiment is the selection of the components of an experiment because of convenience, and not because they actually address the scientific question. Another threat is the persuasion of precision. Richard Hamming has argued, 20 "There is a confusion between what is reliably measured, and what is relevant. ... What can be measured precisely or reliably does not mean it is relevant." Another threat is the blind application of statistics, resulting in "errors of the third kind" (Kimball, 1957) : correct answers to the wrong questions. Hand (1994) shows why one must compare the intended scientific questions to the statistical questions that are actually answered. While the absence of formal statistics in MIR research has been highlighted by Flexer (2006) , statistics is agnostic to the quality of data, the intention of the experiment, and the ability of the experimentalist. Statistics provides powerful tools, but none of them can rescue an invalid evaluation.
One might be inclined to say that since one problem with Fig. 2 is that GTZAN has faults that are not considered in any of the results, better datasets could help. However, though a dataset may be larger and more modern than GTZAN does not mean that it is free of the same kinds of faults found in GTZAN. Furthermore, that a dataset is large does not free the designer of an MIR system of the necessarily difficult task of designing, implementing, and analyzing an evaluation having the validity to conclude -if such a thing is indeed relevant to a use case -whether the decisions and behaviors of a system are related to the musical content that is supposedly behind those decisions (Sturm, 2013b,g ). We have shown instead that the significant root of this problem, of which data plays a role, is in the validity and relevance of experiments (Sturm, 2013c,b) . All independent variables must be accounted for an in evaluation, by controlling the experimental conditions, and by guaranteeing that enough material is sampled in a random enough way that the effects of the independent variables that are out of reach of the experimentalist will satisfy the assumptions of the measurement model (Sturm, 2013c) . What amount of data is necessary depends on the scientific question of interest; but even a million songs may not be enough (Bertin-Mahieux et al., 2011 ).
An excellent example providing a model for the design, implementation, analysis and description of valid and relevant scientific experiments is that of Chase (2001) -which complements the earlier and pioneering results of Porter and Neuringer (1984) . This work shows the effort necessary to planning and executing experiments to take place over a duration of about two years such that waste is avoided and results are maximized. Chase designs four experiments to answer two specific questions: 1) Can fish learn to discriminate between complex auditory stimuli that humans can also discriminate? 2) If so, does this behavior generalize to novel auditory stimuli with the same discriminability? Chase uses three koi fish as the material of the experiment, and specifies as the stimuli (treatments) recorded musical audio, both real and synthesized, in the categories "blues" and "classical." Chase designs the experiments to have hundreds of trials, some of which investigate potential confounds, probe the generalizability of the discrimination of each fish, confirm results when the reinforcement stimuli are switched, and so on. From these experiments, one can conclude whether fish can indeed learn to discriminate between complex auditory stimuli like music styles.
Unfortunately, much evaluation in MGR, music emotion recognition, and autotagging has been just the kind of show performed by Clever Hans (Pfungst, 1911) : certainly, an evaluation observed by an audience and done not to deceive, but entirely irrelevant for proving any capacity of these systems for musical intelligence. This has thus contributed to the training of horses of many exotic breeds, and competitions to show whose horse is bettertrained; but, aside from this pageantry, one does not know whether any meaningful problem has ever been addressed in it all. The design and implementation of a valid experiment requires creativity and effort that cannot be substituted with collecting more data; and a flawed design or implementation cannot be rescued by statistics. If one can elicit any response from a system by changing irrelevant factors, then one has a horse (Sturm, 2013g) .
Perform system analysis deeper than just evaluation.
In our work (2013c), we define a system ("a connected set of interacting and interdependent components that together address a goal"), system analysis (addressing questions and hypotheses related to the past, present and future of a system), and highlight the key role played by evaluation ("a 'fact-finding campaign' intended to address a number of relevant questions and/or hypotheses related to the goal of a system"). A system analysis that only addresses a question of how well a system reproduces the labels of a testing dataset is quite shallow and of limited use. Such an analysis does not produce knowledge about how the system is operating or whether its performance is satisfactory with respect to some use case. More importantly, an opportunity is lost for determining how a system can be improved, or adapted to different use cases. One of the shortcomings of evaluation currently practiced in MIR is that system analysis remains shallow, and does not help one to understand or improve systems.
The MIReS Roadmap ) also points to the need for deeper system analysis. One challenge is identifies is the design of evaluation that provides "qualitative insights on how to improve [systems] ." Another challenge is that entire systems should be evaluated, and not just their unconnected components. In a similar light, Urbano et al. (2013) discuss how the development cycle that is common in Information Retrieval research is unsatisfactorily practiced in MIR: the definition of a task in MIR often remains contrived or artificial, the development of solutions often remains artificial, the evaluation of solutions is often unsatisfactory, the interpretation of evaluation results is often biased and unilluminating, the lack of valid results lead to improving solutions "blindly," and returning to the beginning of the cycle rarely leads to a qualitative improvement of research.
Acknowledge limitations and proceed with skepticism.
The third point to come from this work is that the limitations of experiments should be clearly acknowledged. In her experiments with music discriminating fish, Chase (2001) is D R A F T 4.5 Make reproducible work reproducible.
The final implication of our work here is in the reproducibility of experiments. One of the hallmarks of modern science is the reproduction of the results of an experiment by an independent party (with no vested interests). The six "×" in Fig. 2 come from our attempts at reproducing the work in several publications. In , we detail our troubles in reproducing the work of Panagakis et al. (2009b) . Through our collaboration with those authors, they found their results in that paper were due to a mistake in the experimental procedure. This also affected other published results of theirs (Panagakis et al., 2009a; Panagakis and Kotropoulos, 2010) . Our trouble in reproducing the results of Marques et al. (2011a) led to the discovery that the authors had accidentally used the training dataset as the testing dataset.
22 Our significant trouble in reproducing the results of Bagci and Erzin (2007) led us to analyze the algorithm , which reveals that their results could not have been due to the proper operation of their system. Finally, we have found the approach and results of Chang et al. (2010) to be irreproducible and determined that they are contradicted by several well-established principles (Sturm, 2013f) . In only one of these cases (Marques et al., 2011a ) did we find the code to be available and accessible enough for easily recreating the published experiments. For the others, we had to make many assumptions and decisions from the beginning, sometimes in consultation with the authors, to ultimately find that the description in the paper does not match what was produced, or that the published results are in error.
Among other things, "reproducible research" (Vandewalle et al., 2009 ) is motivated by the requirements of modern science, and by the algorithm-centric nature of disciplines like signal processing. Vandewalle et al. (2009) define a piece of research "reproducible" if: "all information relevant to the work, including, but not limited to, text, data and code, is made available, such that an independent researcher can reproduce the results." This obviously places an extraordinary burden on a researcher, and is impossible when data is privately owned; but when work can be reproduced, then it should be reproducible. Making work reproducible can not only increase citations, but also greatly aid in peer review. For instance, the negative results in our work were greeted by skepticism in peer review; but, because we made entirely reproducible the results of our experiments and the figures in our paper, the reviewers were able to easily verify our analysis, and explore the problem themselves. The results of all our work, and the software to produce them, are available online for anyone else to run and modify.
23 The MIReS Roadmap ) also highlights the need for reproducibility in MIR. Great progress is being achieved by projects such as SoundSoftwatre.
24 Vandewalle et al. (2009) provides an excellent guide of how to make research reproducible.
Conclusions
Our "state of the art" here takes a much different approach than the previous four reviews of MGR (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2003; Scaringella et al., 2006; Dannenberg, 2010; Fu et al., D R A F T 2011). It aims not to summarize the variety of features and machine learning approaches used in MGR systems in the ten years since Aucouturier and Pachet (2003) , or the new datasets available and how "ground truths" are generated. It is not concerned with the validity, well-posedness, value, usefulness, or applicability of MGR; or whether MGR is "replaced by," or used in the service of, e.g., music similarity, autotagging, or the like. These are comprehensively addressed in other works, e.g., (McKay and Fujinaga, 2006; Craft et al., 2007; Craft, 2007; Wiggins, 2009; Sturm, 2012c Sturm, ,b, 2013a ). It is not concerned with how, or even whether it is possible, to create "faultless" datasets for MGR, music similarity, autotagging, and the like. Instead, this article is concerned with evaluations performed in the past ten years of work in MGR, and its implications for the next ten years of work in MIR. It aims to look closely at whether the results of Fig. 2 imply any progress has been made in solving the problem.
If one is to look at Fig. 2 as a "map" showing which pairing of audio features with machine learning algorithms is successful, or which is better than another, or whether progress has been made in charting an unknown land, then one must defend such conclusions as being valid with these evaluations -which are certainly rigorous, systematic, and standardized evaluations, but that may not address the scientific question of interest. One simply cannot take for granted that a systematic, standardized and rigorous evaluation design using a benchmark dataset produces scientific results, let alone results that reflect anything to do with music intelligence. Questions of music intelligence cannot be addressed with validity by an experimental design that counts the number of matches between labels output by a system and the "ground truth" of a testing dataset (Classify), but that does not account for the numerous independent variables of a testing dataset with flawed integrity. Only a few works have sought to determine whether the decisions made by an MGR system come from anything at all relevant to genre (Sturm, 2012c (Sturm, , 2013a , e.g., musicological dimensions such as instrumentation, rhythm (Dixon et al., 2004) , harmony (Anglade et al., 2009) , compositional form, and lyrics (Mayer et al., 2008) . Metaphorically, whereas only a few have been using a tape measure, a level and a theodolite to survey the land, the points of Fig. 2 have been found using microscopes and scales -certainly scientific instruments, but irrelevant to answering the questions of interest. It may be a culmination of a decade of work, but Fig. 2 is no map of reality.
These problems do not just exist for research in MGR, but are also seen in research on music emotion recognition (Sturm, 2013c,b) , and autotagging (Marques et al., 2011b; Gouyon et al., 2013) . These kinds of tasks constitute more than half of the evaluation tasks in MIREX since 2005, and are, in essence, representative of the IR in MIR. How, then, has this happened, and why does it continue? First, as we have shown for GTZAN (Sturm, 2012a (Sturm, , 2013d , many researchers assume a dataset is a good dataset because many others use it. Second, as we have shown for Classify (Sturm, 2013c,b) , many researchers assume evaluation that is standard in machine learning or information retrieval, or that is implemented to be systematic and rigorous, is thus relevant for MIR and is scientific. Third, researchers fail to define proper use cases, so problems and success criteria remain by and large ill-defined -or, as in the case of GTZAN, defined by and large by the artificial construction of a dataset. Fourth, the foundation of evaluation in MIR remains obscure because it lacks an explicit formalism in its design and analysis of systems and experiments (Urbano et al., 2013; Sturm, 2013c) . Hence, evaluations in all MIR are accompanied by D R A F T many assumptions that remain implicit, but which directly affect the conclusions, relevance, and validity of experiments. Because these assumptions remain implicit, researchers fail to acknowledge limitations of experiments, and are persuaded that their solutions are actually addressing the problem, or that their evaluation is measuring success -the Clever Hans Effect (Pfungst, 1911; Sturm, 2013g ). While we are not claiming that all evaluation in MIR lacks validity, we do claim there is a "crisis of evaluation" in MIR more severe than what is reflected by the MIReS Roadmap . The single most important
The situation in MIR is reminiscent of computer science in the late 1970s. In an editorial from 1979 (McCracken et al., 1979) , the President, Vice-President and Secretary of the Association for Computing Machinery acknowledge that "experimental computer science" (to distinguish it from theoretical computer science) is in a crisis in part because there is "a severe shortage of computer scientists engaged in, or qualified for, experimental research in computer science." This led practitioners of the field to define more formally the aims of experimental computer science, how they relate to the scientific pursuit of knowledge (Denning, 1980) , and find model examples of scientific practice in their field (Denning, 1981) . Six years later, Basili et al. (1986) contributed a review of fundamentals in the design and analysis of experiments, how it has been applied to and benefited software engineering, and suggestions for continued improvement. Almost a decade after this, however, Fenton et al. (1994) argue "there are far too few examples of moderately effective research in software engineering ... much of what we believe about which approaches are best is based on anecdotes, gut feelings, expert opinions, and flawed research, not on careful, rigorous software-engineering experimentation." This is not a surprise to Fenton, however, since "topics like experimental design, statistical analysis, and measurement principles" remain neglected in contemporary computer science educations (Fenton et al., 1994) . The conversation is still continuing (Feitelson, 2006) . In summary, even statistics is not immune to these problems (Hand, 1994) . Donald Preece provides a stratospherically high-level of summary of Hand (1994) : "[it speaks on] the questions that the researcher wishes to consider ...: (a) how do I obtain a statistically significant result?; (b) how do I get my paper published?; (c) when will I be promoted?" There are no shortcuts to the design, implementation, and analysis of a valid experiment. It requires hard work, creativity, and intellectual postures that are uncomfortable for many. Good examples abound, however. Chase (2001) shows the time and effort necessary to scientifically and efficiently answer real questions, and exemplifies the kinds of considerations that are taken for granted in disciplines where thousands of experiments can be run in minutes on machines that do not currently need positive reinforcement. Just as Pfungst does with Hans (Pfungst, 1911) , Chase scientifically tests whether Oro, Beauty and Pepi are actually discriminating styles of music. Neither Pfungst nor Chase give their subjects free passes of accountability. Why, then, should it be any different for artificial systems?
